
0*10% not equal to 0; tax 
laws running against basic 
mathematics



Introduction
The basic multiplication rule in mathematics stipulates that anything multiplied by zero gives end result as zero. 
However, when it comes to taxation, you can always expect interesting interpretations and this question on 
manner of computation of Cess / Surcharge as a percentage of primary tax (which was zero) travelled right upto 
the Supreme Court. 

Recently, Bombay High Court in case of LA TIM Metal & Industries Limited v. UOI, TS-521-HC-2022 (BOM) 
held that importer was not required to pay Social Welfare Surcharge (‘SWS’) through scrips when BCD (primary 
tax) is exempt. Vide this Article, the authors shall take a microscopic view on the controversy that has arisen and 
shall share their suggestion for importers.

Issue and dispute
There have been several levies [like Education Cess (‘EC’), Secondary & Higher Education Cess (‘SHEC’), 
Health Cess, SWS, etc.] which legislature introduces for special purposes. Often these levies are imposed vide 
separate Finance Acts and as a percentage of primary tax (customs duty, excise duty or service tax). Notable that 
exemption provisions under Customs and Excise laws provided only for exemption from ‘duty of customs’ and 
‘duties of excise’, respectively. In this backdrop, three-member bench of Supreme Court in the case of Unicorn 
Industries v. UOI, TS-1108-SC-2019-EXC (‘Unicorn decision’) over-ruled other division bench judgments of 
Apex Court to propound that exemption granted to excise duty under relevant exemption notification shall not 
extend to National Calamity Contingent Duty (‘NCCD’), EC and SHEC. In effect, though primary tax was exempt 
(and Nil) and these piggy-back cesses / duties were computed as percentage of primary tax, Supreme Court still 
held that piggy-back duties are not exempt and will remain to be payable. 

Whilst Unicorn decision was pronounced in Excise regime, it was applicable to Custom law as well. Departmental 
authorities started initiating investigations against taxpayers who had claimed SWS exemption in cases where 
BCD was exempt on account of duty-free scrips (like MEIS, SEIS etc.) In fact, Central Board of Indirect Taxes 
and Customs (‘CBIC’) issued Circular No. 2/2020-Cus dated January 10, 2020, (‘Circular No. 2’) relying on 
Unicorn, stating that SWS shall be required to be paid in cash when BCD is fully exempt on account of duty-free 
scrips. Pertinent to highlight that Circular No. 2 was issued days after decision rendered in the case of Gemini 
Edibles and Fats India Private Limited v. UOI, TS-3-HC-2020 (MAD)-CUST (‘Gemini Edibles decision’) giving 
similar findings.  

Herein, Government itself was divided on what it wanted. While for all other Customs exemption, they wanted 
to exempt SWS wherein BCD was exempt, they had a different take with regards to exemption on account of 
duty-free scrips. By 2022, departmental authorities by following Unicorn’s decision as well as Circular No. 2 had 
started demanding SWS in all cases (other than duty free scrip cases as well) where BCD was fully exempt. 
Importers were also ready to litigate the issue, hoping that Unicorn’s decision will be distinguished. 

Analysis of correctness of Circular exempting SWS where BCD is exempt
In an emphatic move in order to stem the tide of litigation, CBIC issued Circular No. 3/2022-Customs dated 
February 1, 2022 (‘Circular No. 3’) which clarified that in case BCD is Nil on account of applicability of exemption, 
SWS shall also be Nil since law does not require computation of SWS on notional customs duty calculated at 
tariff rates. The Circular No. 3 did not exclude cases of duty free scrips, making Circular No. 2 and Circular No. 
3 contrary to each other. 

Circular No. 3 issued by CBIC is a laudable clarification as it may settle one part of the dispute. However, the 
Authors feel that it represents casual and dangerous habit of the Government to issue Circulars where amendment 
in law or Notification is needed. The habit has often been seen in GST regime as well. What Government could 
have done instead of issuing Circular No. 3 is that they should have issued retrospective Notification exempting 
SWS where BCD is exempt, and carved an exception where BCD is exempt on account of duty free scrips. 



Circular No. 3 was in entirety followed by High Court of Bombay in the LA TIM Metal decision despite the 
revenue placing reliance on Unicorn decision and Gemini Edibles decision. The Bombay High Court without 
distinguishing the Apex Court’s Unicorn decision held that no SWS was payable and debit of SWS in duty credit 
scrips should be re-credited.

Supreme Court’s Unicorn decision had settled dispute in favor of departmental authorities. While the Authors 
are of the view that the judgment is incorrect, they duly acknowledge that the decision has been pronounced 
by the Larger Bench of Supreme Court and is the law of the land as per Article 141 of the Constitution, unless 
it is distinguished by another Larger Bench of Supreme Court or the factual pattern gets changed by issuance 
of subsequent Notifications. Accordingly, in light of Unicorn decision, both Circular No. 3 and LA TIM Metal 
decision are invalid. In this regard, it is likely that revenue authorities may file an SLP before the Supreme Court 
against the decision rendered by High Court in LA TIM Metal. 

Way forward
Firstly, the issue has a limited applicability in future in light of paradigm shift from duty credit scrips to other export 
benefits [like Remission of Duties and Taxes on Exported Products (‘RoDTEP’)]. However, with substantial 
quantum of scrips issued in past couple of years, significant SWS amount may be involved presently. 

Though LA TIM Metal decision is not a binding precedent, importers can keep their right alive by relying on the 
said decision and claim refund of SWS paid in cash. For this purpose, taxpayers can challenge respective Bill of 
Entries through appeal or can file amendment application under Section 149 of the Customs Act, 1962. It would 
be interesting to see how this issue shapes when it reaches the Apex Court, and whether the issue is referred 
to Larger Bench for re-consideration.
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